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CHAPTER 5

Understanding 
Apache log4j

THE APACHE LOG4J implementation is a highly scalable, robust, and versatile logging 
framework. This API simplifies the writing of logging code within an application, 
yet allows the flexibility of controlling logging activity from an external configu-
ration file. It also allows us to publish logging information to desired granularity 
depending on the detail of the logging information suitable to each application.

We can tailor the granularity of logging activity suitable for the development 
phase or the deployment phase of an application without having to change the 
source code. It is possible to switch over to a different logging behavior by only 
changing a few configuration parameters.

Apache log4j is also capable of publishing logging information to various des-
tinations such as files, consoles, and NT event logs. Moreover, logging information 
can even be distributed over Java Message Service (JMS) or JDBC, or can be output 
to a TCP/IP socket. This API lets us take logging information and publish or print it 
in different formats and layouts that are human readable and reusable by any error 
handling and analyzer program at a future date. The scalability aspect of log4j 
allows developers to enhance the capability of logging by creating new logging 
destinations and unique formats and layouts, which is done by extending the 
existing framework.

Although the application of the log4j framework is easy, it demands certain 
methods and practices be adopted for the best possible results. In this chapter, we 
will discuss the overall architecture of the log4j framework and different objects 
involved within the API, and examine in detail the application and usage of the 
core logging objects. This chapter uses the Apache log4j version 1.2.6 release as the 
basis for the concepts and examples presented herein. Although the subsequent 
releases of log4j will incorporate more features, the basic concepts discussed in 
this book will remain unchanged and will prove useful to mastering any subse-
quent release.

Installing log4j

Apache log4j is an open-source project from Apache group. You need to meet the 
following criteria to successfully install and use log4j:
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• Get the latest version of the log4j binary distribution from 
http://jakarta.apache.org. The examples and concepts in this book are 
based on the log4j version 1.2.6 release. You may obtain any later version of 
log4j, if available, and still be able to follow the examples in this book.

• Apache log4j is JDK 1.1.x compatible. Make sure you have the appropriate 
JDK version downloaded to your machine.

• You need a JAXP-compatible XML parser to use log4j. Make sure you have 
“Xerces.jar” installed on your machine.

• The e-mail–based logging feature in log4j requires the Java Mail API 
(“mail.jar”) to be installed in your machine. Apache log4j is tested 
against version 1.2 of the Java Mail API.

• The Java Mail API will also require the JavaBeans Activation Framework 
(“activation.jar”) be installed in your machine.

• The JMS-compatible features of log4j will require that JMS is installed on 
your machine as well as JNDI.

Once you have acquired and installed all the required .jar files, you must make 
sure that all these resources are available within the classpath of the Java runtime.

Overview of the log4j Architecture

The architecture of the log4j API is layered. Each layer consists of different objects 
performing different tasks. The top layer captures the logging information, the 
middle layer is involved in analyzing and authorizing the logging information, and 
the bottom layer is responsible for formatting and publishing the logging infor-
mation to a destination. In essence, log4j consists of three types of primary objects:

• Logger: The Logger object (formerly known as the Category object in releases 
prior to log4j 1.2) is responsible for capturing logging information. Logger 
objects are stored in a namespace hierarchy.

• Appender: The Appender object is responsible for publishing logging infor-
mation to various preferred destinations. Each Appender object will have at 
least one target destination attached to it. For example, a ConsoleAppender 
object is capable of printing logging information to a console.
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• Layout: The Layout object is used to format logging information in different 
styles. Appender objects utilize Layout objects before publishing logging 
information. Layout objects play an important role in publishing logging 
information in a way that is human readable and reusable.

The preceding core objects are central to the architecture of log4j. Apart from 
them, there are several auxiliary objects that are plug and play to any layer of the 
API. These objects help manage the different Logger objects active within an appli-
cation and fine-tune the logging process.

Next, let’s go over the principal auxiliary objects in the log4j framework that 
play a vital role in the logging framework:

• Level: The Level object, previously referred to as the Priority object, defines 
the granularity and priority of any logging information. Each piece of logging 
information is accompanied with its appropriate Level object, which tells 
the Logger object about the priority of the information. There are seven 
levels of logging defined within the API: OFF, DEBUG, INFO, ERROR, WARN, 
FATAL, and ALL. Each level defined has a unique integer value associated 
with it.

• Filter: The Filter object is used to analyze logging information and make 
further decisions on whether that information should be logged or not. In 
the log4j context, Appender objects can have several Filter objects associated 
with them. If logging information is passed to a particular Appender object, 
all the Filter objects associated with that Appender need to approve the 
logging information before it can be published to the preferred destination 
attached to the Appender. Filter objects are very helpful in filtering out 
unwanted logging information based on any application-specific criteria.

• ObjectRenderer: The ObjectRenderer object is specialized in providing a 
String representation of different objects passed to the logging framework. 
More precisely, when the application passes a custom Object to the 
logging framework, the logging framework will use the corresponding 
ObjectRenderer to obtain a String representation of the passed Object. 
This is used by Layout objects to prepare the final logging information.

• LogManager: The LogManager object performs the management of the logging 
framework. It is responsible for reading the initial configuration parameters 
from a system-wide configuration file or a configuration class. Each Logger 
instance created with a namespace within an application is stored in a 
namespace hierarchy by the LogManager. When we try to obtain the reference 
named logger, the LogManager class returns the already created instance of it, 
or else creates a new instance of the named logger, stores it in a repository 
for future reference, and returns the new instance to the caller application.
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Now that we have seen the log4j core components, it is time to briefly discuss 
how they interact with each other. The central part of the log4j framework is the 
Logger object. An application instantiates a named Logger instance and passes 
different logging information to it. A Logger object has a designated Level object 
associated with it. The Logger object provides several logging methods that are 
capable of logging information categorized into different levels.

A Logger only logs the messages with Levels equal to or greater than its assigned 
Level or else rejects the logging request. Once the Level condition has been met, 
the Logger object passes the logging information to all its associated Appender 
objects and also to all the Appender objects associated to its parent Logger, recursively 
up the logging hierarchy.

Similar to Logger objects, Appender objects can also have threshold Levels attached 
to them. The logging information is validated against the threshold Level attached 
to the Appender. If the log message has a Level equal to or greater than the threshold 
Level, the logging message is passed to the next stage. The Appender objects then 
look for any Filter object associated with them. If there are any, the logging infor-

mation is passed through all the Filter objects in a chain. Once a message is 
approved by all the Filter objects, the Appender then utilizes any Layout object 
associated with it to format the message, and finally it publishes the logging infor-
mation to the preferred destination. Figure 5-1 depicts the overall flow of the log4j 
logging architecture in a UML sequence diagram.

Figure 5-1. Overview of the log4j framework
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If you have gone through the JDK 1.4 logging API discussion in Chapters 2 
through 4, you might be wondering about the similarities and the differences 
between these two logging APIs. On the surface, the architecture of both APIs look 
strikingly similar. However, subtle but vital differences exist between these two 
APIS, which we will discuss in Chapter 10.

Configuring log4j

Before we can use log4j in an application, we need to configure log4j in an application-
specific manner. Configuring log4j typically involves assigning Level, defining 
Appender, and specifying Layout objects. The configuration information is conven-
tionally defined within a properties file in a key-value pattern. It is also possible to 
define the log4j configuration in an XML format, which we will discuss later in this 
section. By default, the LogManager class will look for a file named “log4j.properties” 
in the classpath used for loading the log4j classes.

Using an external configuration file as a means to control logging behavior is a 
particularly useful feature, because it requires no source code change to switch to 
a completely different logging scheme.

Listing 5-1 shows a simple log4j configuration. It defines the level and appender 
for the root logger.

Listing 5-1. Example log4j Configuration File

#set the level of the root logger to DEBUG and set its appender

as an appender named X

log4j.rootLogger = DEBUG, X

#set the appender named X to be a console appender

log4j.appender.X=org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender

#set the layout for the appender X

log4j.appender.X.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout

log4j.appender.X.layout.conversionPattern=%m%n

The preceding configuration defines the level of the root logger as DEBUG and 
specifies the appender to use as X. Next, we define the appender X as referencing 
the org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender object and specify the layout of the appender 
as org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout. A PatternLayout also requires a conversion 
pattern or a format to be supplied. We supply the conversion pattern %m%n in this 
case, which means the logging message will be printed followed by a newline char-
acter. It is possible to define much more complicated and descriptive conversion 
patterns, which we will discuss in detail in Chapter 6.
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NOTE Within the conversion pattern, %m represents the message string 
and %n represents a newline character. We will learn more about these 
conversion patterns in Chapter 6.

A more complex configuration can attach multiple appenders to a particular 
logger. Each appender in turn can have a different layout, and that layout can have 
a conversion pattern associated with it. Listing 5-2 is an example of a more complex 
configuration file.

Listing 5-2. Complex log4j Configuration File

# define the root logger with two appenders writing to console and file

log4j.rootLogger = DEBUG, CONSOLE, FILE

#define your own logger named com.foo

log4j.logger.com.foo=com.foo.MyLogger

#assign appender to your own logger

log4j.logger.com.foo.appender=FILE

#define the appender named FILE

log4j.appender.FILE=org.apache.log4j.FileAppender

log4j.appender.FILE.File=${user.home}/log.out

#define the appender named CONSOLE

log4j.appender.CONSOLE=org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender

log4j.appender.CONSOLE.conversionPattern=%m%n

This configuration file defines the root logger as having level DEBUG and 
attaches two appenders named CONSOLE and FILE to it. We define one of our own 
custom loggers with the name com.foo and define the Java class file representing 
the custom logger. We then attach an appender named FILE to the custom logger. 
The appender FILE is defined as org.apache.log4j.FileAppender. The FILE appender 
writes to a file named “log.out” located in the user.home system path. It is important 
to note that log4j supports UNIX-style variable substitution such as ${variableName}. 
The variable name defined is considered the key and first searched in the system 
properties. If not found, the log4j framework then looks for the value for the variable 
in the properties file being parsed. The CONSOLE appender is then assigned to the 
org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender and the conversion pattern defined is %m%n, which 
means the printed logging message will be followed by a newline character.
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XML-Style Configuration

With log4j, it is also possible to define configuration parameters in an XML file and 
pass that file to the application at startup to configure different logging components. 
The XML configuration follows a document type definition (DTD) named “log4j.dtd”.  
The configuration parameters and values are described in tag formats. For example, 
the configuration information listed in Listing 5-1 can be defined in XML format 
as follows:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

<!DOCTYPE log4j:configuration SYSTEM "log4j.dtd">

<log4j:configuration>

  <root>

    <priority value ="debug" />

    <appender-ref ref="X"/>

  </root>

  <appender name="X" class="org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender">

     <param name="conversionPattern" value="%m%n"/>

  </appender>

</log4j:configuration>

Both the XML-style configuration and properties-style configuration are quite 
effective in configuring log4j. Both are flexible and good styles of configuration. 
However, it seems that a few components in log4j such as Filter, AsyncAppender, 
etc., can only be configured through XML-style configuration. It seems that log4j is 
evolving from properties-style configuration towards XML-style configuration, 
and gradually it will embrace XML-style configuration as the standard. For the 
time being, we need to master both of these configuration styles.

Default Initialization

In general, log4j makes no assumption about the environment it is running in. 
Therefore, it is the application developer’s responsibility to configure log4j. Con-
figuring log4j essentially means specifying loggers, appenders, layouts, etc. The 
LogManager class performs the initialization operation at startup only once through 
a class-level static initializer block. The default initialization operation essentially 
consists of the following steps:

1. The LogManager class looks for the system property log4j.configuration.

2. If the log4j.configuration property is not defined, then it tries to look for 
a resource named log4j.properties in the application classpath.
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3. It then attempts to convert the defined configuration resource string to an 
URL object. If the resource string cannot be converted into a valid 
java.net.URL object, then a java.net.MalformedURLException is thrown.

4. If no resource can be found, then the initialization is aborted.

5. If the resource is found and if it is a normal Java properties-style file 
containing configuration information in a key-value format, then the 
org.apache.log4j.PropertyConfigurator class is used to parse the configu-
ration file. If the configuration file is an XML file, then the 
org.apache.log4j.xml.DOMConfigurator class is used to parse the XML file 
and initialize the logging objects.

It is also possible to avoid the default initialization classes such as LogManager 
and write your own configuration class. The custom configuration class can 
be specified as a log4j.configurationClass to the Java runtime at application 
startup. Any custom configuration class by default should implement the 
org.apache.log4j.spi.Configurator interface.

For example, we can pass the configuration file and configuration class 
respectively to the Java runtime with the following commands:

java -Dlog4j.configuration=config file yourApp

java -Dlog4j.configurationClass=config class yourApp

Creating a Configuration File

We will now see how to write a small program that will print very basic logging 
information with the help of a Logger object. We will create our own configuration 
properties file as defined in Listing 5-3, give it the name “log4j.properties”, and 
pass it to the Java runtime as a system property.

Listing 5-3. log4j.properties

#set the level of the root logger to DEBUG (the lowest level) and

set its appender

#as an appender named X

log4j.rootLogger = DEBUG, X

#set your own logger

log4j.logger.com.apress.logging.log4j=DEBUG,X

#set the appender named X to be a console appender

log4j.appender.X=org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender
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#set the layout for the appender X

log4j.appender.X.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout

log4j.appender.X.layout.conversionPattern=%p-%m%n

In this configuration file, we have defined our own logger, 
com.apress.logging.log4j, and assigned it the level DEBUG and the appender X. 
The appender X is again defined to be a org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender with a 
conversion pattern of %m%n, which means the logging message will be followed by a 
newline character and printed to its default output stream, System.out. The %p sign 
will print the level of the logging message as a part of the output.

The program in Listing 5-4, SimpleLogging.java, is intended to print a simple 
debugging message. The main point to take away is that the Logger will be con-
figured through the “log4j.properties” file defined earlier in Listing 5-3.

Listing 5-4. SimpleLogging.java

package com.apress.logging.log4j;

import org.apache.log4j.*;

public class SimpleLogging {

    /** Creates a new instance of SimpleLogging */

    public SimpleLogging() {

    }

 

    /**

     * @param args the command line arguments

     */

    public static void main(String[] args) {

        Logger logger =

Logger.getLogger(SimpleLogging.class.getPackage().getName());

        logger.info("Hello this is an info message");

    }

}

One important item to note in this simple program is how we obtain the 
Logger object reference. We create a logger with a namespace the same as the 
package name of the class, which in this case is com.apress.logging.log4j. The 
strategy for creating a logger namespace will be discussed in detail later in the 
“Logger Object” section. For the time being, it is enough to notice that in the 
configuration file we have also created a logger with the same name as the package 
name (com.apress.logging.log4j) of the SimpleLogging class. Once the logger is 
obtained, we then call the info() method on the Logger object to print the message.
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Running the Program

We are now ready to run this program. It is important to make sure the classpath 
system variable contains all the classes as well as the “log4j.properties” file. We can 
then run the program with the following command by passing the name of the 
configuration file to load as a system parameter:

java -Dlog4j.configuration=log4j.properties com.apress.logging.log4j.SimpleLogging

The appender attached to the obtained logger is 
org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender. Hence, the program in Listing 5-4 will 
print the following message to the console:

INFO-Hello this is an info message

INFO-Hello this is an info message

You may be wondering why the same information is printed twice. This leads 
to another interesting point about the Logger object hierarchy, which we will 
discuss in great detail in the Logger section. The simple answer is that the message 
is printed twice because the message is propagated to the named logger and also 
to the root logger for handling. Both loggers have printed the message through 
their respective appenders.

Apache log4j also allows us to configure the logging framework programmatically 
without specifying any system property. As mentioned earlier, the properties-style 
configuration files are parsed with the org.apache.log4j.PropertyConfigurator object; 
we can use the same object within an application to read and parse the configu-
ration file. For example, in the program in Listing 5-4, we could have used the 
following to configure the logging framework:

  public  static void main(String args[])

    {

        PropertyConfigurator.configure(args[0]);

    }

where args[0] is the name of the configuration file supplied as a command line 
parameter. This will also configure the framework correctly by reading any config-
uration file specified. The only important thing to note about this method is that 
ideally the configuration should be loaded at the entry point of the application 
such as in the main() method. Otherwise, the application might be loading the 
configuration information several times and slow down performance.

In a more simplistic situation, the Logger object can assume a very basic 
configuration through the org.apache.log4j.BasicConfigurator class.
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BasicConfigurator.configure()

This instruction configures the root logger to a level of DEBUG and assigns 
org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender as default appender with the conversion 
pattern %-4r[%t]%-5p%c%x - %m%n. By default, log4j is configured to propagate the 
logging request up through the logger hierarchy. If we use the default setting in an 
application, and we obtain our own named logger but do not use any external con-
figuration file to configure it, then it will automatically inherit and use the proper-
ties of the root logger set by the BasicConfigurator.

Dynamic Loading of Configuration

If we are configuring the logging framework with an external configuration file, 
one frustrating thing we may encounter is having to restart the application every 
time we change the properties file. To avoid this, both the PropertyConfigurator 
and the DOMConfigurator classes can implement dynamic loading of the configu-
ration file. This is demonstrated in the following methods in both configuration 
classes:

public void configureAndWatch(String filename, long delay);

public void configureAndWatch(String filename);

These methods use another helper class, org.apache.log4j.helpers.FileWatchDog, 
that determines if the configuration file exists. If the file exists, it then creates a 
separate thread and searches for any modification in the file after a specified inter-
val or after a default interval of 60 seconds. If the configuration file is modified, 
then the configuration is reread to configure the logging framework.

This property becomes very useful in the context of server-based applications, 
where taking any Web site down may not be desired, yet we need to change the 
application’s logging configuration.

NOTE From this point on, we will be using the “log4j.properties” con-
figuration file listed in Listing 5-3 for all future examples created in this 
chapter. This is because we will be using the same package structure for 
all the examples and thereby the same named logger. Any extra config-
uration information mentioned in relevant sections, such as our 
discussion on attaching different appenders, will have to be included in 
the “log4j.properties”, if not mentioned otherwise.
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Configuring log4j with Servlet

The use of log4j is not restricted to standalone applications, and it can be widely 
applied to any type of application deployment environment. One of the most fre-
quently encountered server-based deployment environments is the Web server 
and servlet environment. Listing 5-5, LoggingServlet.java, shows a simple servlet 
to demonstrate the use of log4j within the Web server environment.

NOTE To compile the Java servlet program, you need a 1.x version of 
servlet.jar in your classpath. If you are using Tomcat as explained in this 
example, you will find “servlet.jar” in the /lib directory of the Tomcat 
installation.

Listing 5-5. LoggingServlet.java

import javax.servlet.*;

import javax.servlet.http.*;

import java.io.PrintWriter;

import java.io.IOException;

import org.apache.log4j.*;

public class LoggingServlet extends HttpServlet {

    private static Logger logger =

Logger.getLogger(LoggingServlet.class);

  

    public void doPost(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)

                       throws IOException, ServletException

    {

        logger.info("invoked the LoggingServlet...");

        PrintWriter writer = res.getWriter();

        writer.println("Check your web server console...");

        writer.flush();

        writer.close();

    }            

}

Next, we will write a small HTML file to invoke this servlet:
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<html>

<body>

<h1>Please enter value and press submit</h1>

<form method="POST"

action="http://localhost:8080/logdemo/servlet/LoggingServlet">

<input type=submit value=Invoke>

</bodY>

</html>

Notice that the form named “action” is pointing to the LoggingServlet, which 
is executed in a host named “localhost” that listens to port 8080. This is the default 
port for the HTTP request.

Within the servlet we obtain a Logger instance, and within the doPost() method 
we use the Logger.info() method to print the logging information. To make the 
logging work properly, we need to configure log4j for the Web server environment 
we are using. We will take a look at how to do this using the Tomcat Web server 

configuration as an example in the next section.

Setting Up Tomcat

In this section, we will demonstrate the use of the Tomcat 3.2.1 Web server config-
uration under the Windows operating system. You can easily figure out the 
corresponding files in the UNIX environment to configure Tomcat.

NOTE Tomcat is an open-source servlet engine from Apache, rather 
than a full-scale Web server. Tomcat can also be integrated with the 
Apache Web server. Although we are using Tomcat for the examples in 
this book, you can experiment with other Web servers that support Java 
servlets.

First build the example servlet along with the HTML file into a .war file and 
deploy the servlet into a folder named “logdemo” under your default Tomcat 
directory. After deploying the servlet successfully, you should be able to see 
your HTML file by entering your Web server URL in the browser window 
(e.g., http://localhost:8080/logdemo/logging.html).
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NOTE To build a .war file, we need to use ANT with a custom build 
script. A .war file, or Web application archive, is a variant of the .jar file 
that is used by Tomcat for Web application deployment. Consult some 
ANT documentation for details on building applications with ANT. 
Once we have created the .war file, we need to drop it in the “/webapps” 
folder of the Tomcat installation. Once we restart Tomcat, it will auto-
matically extract the files from within the .war file.

There are basically two ways to configure log4j to work with Tomcat, and these 
are described next.

Configuring Through a System Parameter

The log4j configuration within the Tomcat environment is not a difficult one. By 
following the steps described here, we can set up Tomcat to use log4j:

1. We can pass the “log4j.properties” file as a system variable to the exe-
cution environment of the tomcat.

2. Go to the “tomcat.bat” file in “%TOMCAT_HOME%\bin”.

3. Add an entry to set the CLASSPATH variable pointing to the directory con-
taining the “log4j.properties” file. For example, in the following example 
configuration:

set CP=%CP%;C:\Jakarta-tomcat-3.2.1\webapps\logdemo\

4. we would add an entry to the “tomcat.bat” file as follows:

set TOMCAT_OPTS=-Dlog4j.configuration=log4j.properties

5. Start up Tomcat, and it will load the “log4j.properties” file and use it to 
print log4j logging information.

Configuring Through the Servlet Initialization

Apache log4j can be configured at initialization of the servlet by passing it the 
name of the properties file through the application-specific “web.xml” file.

1. Go to the “logdemo/WEB-INF” folder of Tomcat.
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2. Open the “web.xml” file and enter the following servlet configuration:

     <servlet>

       <servlet-name>LoggingServlet</servlet-name>

       <servlet-class>LoggingServlet.class</servlet-class>

       <init-param>

       <param-name>log4j-conf</param-name>

       <param-value>log4j.properties</param-value>

       </init-param>

       <load-on-startup>1</load-on-startup>

     </servlet>

3. Override the init() method in the LoggingServlet as follows:         

           public void init()throws ServletException

           {

               super.init();

               String configFile = getInitParameter("log4j-conf");

               PropertyConfigurator.configure(configFile);

            }

4. Start up Tomcat, and the LoggingServlet will configure it through the 
“log4j.properties” file.

Once we invoke the LoggingServlet from the HTML page, we can see the 
following output in the Tomcat console:

invoked the LoggingServlet...

NOTE We can redirect logging information anywhere we would like to 
by changing the log4j configuration file.

We have now finished looking at the various aspects of configuring log4j. 
Starting with the next section, we will explore different log4j objects in detail.
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Level Object

The org.apache.log4j.Level object replaces the org.apache.log4j.Priority object 
in previous versions of log4j. It denotes the priority or severity associated with a 
logging message. A Logger and Appender can have threshold levels associated with 
them. Logging messages get filtered according to how their levels compare to 
those of both the Logger and Appender objects. Hence, it is possible to turn off or on 
a certain level of logging by changing the levels associated with the Logger and 
these objects. The Level class defines the following levels:

• ALL (lowest): This level has the lowest possible rank and turns on the logging 
of all logging information.

• DEBUG: This level is used to print debugging information helpful in the 
development stage.

• INFO: This level is used to print informational messages that help us to 
determine the flow of control within an application.

• ERROR: This level is used for printing error-related messages.

• WARN: This level is used for printing information related to some faulty and 
unexpected behavior of the system that needs immediate attention to fore-
stall malfunctioning of the application.

• FATAL: This level is used to print system-critical information about 
problems that are causing the application to crash.

• OFF (highest): This is the highest level, and using this level turns off all the 
logging information printing.

The levels have unique integer values attached to them and can be arranged 
from lowest to highest value as follows:

ALL<DEBUG<INFO<WARN<ERROR<FATAL<OFF

Logger Object

The Logger object is the main object that an application developer uses to log any 
message. Once the logging information is passed to a logger, the rest is done 
behind the scenes. Logger objects only encapsulate logging messages and do not 
have any knowledge about the destination or the formatting of those messages. 
This is where the Appender and Layout objects come into picture, as we will see later 
in this chapter.
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The Logger objects acting within a particular instance of an application follow 
a parent-child hierarchy. To illustrate this concept, consider Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2. The parent-child relationship of Logger objects

At the top of the hierarchy exists a root logger. The root logger exists outside 
the scope of any custom logger hierarchy that we may come up with. It always 
exists as the root logger for all possible logger hierarchies, and it has no namespace. 
All the other application-specific Logger objects are child objects to the root logger. 
The parent-child relationship of loggers signifies the dependency and the sepa-
ration of the loggers acting within the same application. It means that a child 
logger can inherit properties of its parent logger recursively up the tree. Typically, a 
child logger will inherit the following properties from its parent logger(s):

• Level: If the child logger has no explicit tree level specified, it will use the 
level of its immediate parent or the first proper level it finds recursively up 
the hierarchy.

• Appender: If there is no appender attached to a logger, then it uses the 
appender of its immediate parent logger or the first appender it finds recur-
sively up the tree.
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• ResourceBundle: ResourceBundles are key-value pattern properties files used 
for the localization of logging messages. A child logger also inherits any 
ResourceBundle specified with its parent logger.

This hierarchical relationship also means that when a child logger is using the 
properties of its parent logger, any change to the property of the parent logger will 
affect the behavior of the child logger. Changes to properties of child loggers, on 
the other hand, do not affect parent loggers. This parent-child relationship is 
dictated by the additivity property in the context of log4j.

By default, Logger objects have the additivity flag set to true. The additivity 
property can be disabled for a child logger by setting the additivity flag to false, in 
which case it will not inherit any of the parent logger’s properties. This is con-
trolled by the following method in the Logger object:

public boolean setAdditivity(boolean value)

or by setting the configuration as:

log4j.logger.loggerName.additivity=false

We can use various convenience methods of the Logger object to create new 
named loggers, obtain an existing named logger, and log messages at various 
levels of priority. The Logger class does not allow us to instantiate a new Logger 
instance, rather it provides two static methods for obtaining a Logger object instance:

public static Logger getRootLogger();

public static Logger getLogger(String name);

The first of these methods returns the root logger of the application instance. 
As said before, the root logger always exists and does not have a name. Any other 
named Logger object instance is obtained through the second method by passing 
the name of the logger. The name of the logger can be any arbitrary string. To make 
application logging more effective and self-explanatory, the naming of loggers 
plays an important role. Generally speaking, a Logger object should be given a 
name corresponding to the package it belongs to or a fully qualified class name 
from which the Logger instance is created. Again, this name can be strongly typed 
as a string containing the name of the package or the class. But a more flexible way 
of doing so is as depicted in the following example (which was also presented 
earlier in Listing 5-4):

Logger logger = Logger.getLogger(SimpleLogging.class.getPackage().getName());
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This approach is refactoring proof in the sense that in the future if for any 
reason we decide to change the package structure, the logging code need not 
change. Clearly, you can see the benefit of this approach, as opposed to strongly 
typing the logger name, which is unlikely to render much benefit to the application.

NOTE Refactoring is the process of improving the internal design of the 
code without affecting the external behavior of the code.

When a new Logger instance is created, the LogManager stores the instance in 
namespace storage with the namespace as the key. If during the course of the 
application we try to create the same Logger instance again, the existing instance is 
returned. In a real-life application, we would probably not use the root logger, but 
instead obtain our own named loggers. All the named loggers by default inherit the 
properties from the root logger recursively.

Logging Information

Once we obtain an instance of a named logger, we can use several methods of the 
logger to log messages. The Logger class has the following methods for printing the 
logging information. We have to remember that the Logger class inherits all these 
methods from the previous Category class. The methods inherited from the Category 
class will sometimes refer to another historic class, Priority, which is now replaced 
by the Level class. We can interchange the use of Category with Logger and Priority 
with Level without affecting any application integrity.

NOTE As the Logger object has replaced the previous Category object, 
so too have some methods in the Category object been deprecated. We 
have to be cautious in using those methods and possibly avoid using 
any method directly from the Category class.

Level-Based Logging Methods

The methods listed in Table 5-1 are level-based logging methods in the sense that 
each method assigns a particular level to the message being logged.
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A similar set of methods exists with the message and an instance of the 
java.lang.Throwable object. The Throwable object denotes the error condition that 
should be logged and contains the stack trace of the application. The Throwable 
instance can be null. This set of methods helps us log any particularly erroneous 
situation arising within the application, and the stack trace enables us to determine 
the exact location of the error.

Localized Logging

One thing that makes the Java language so flexible is its localization feature. 
Apache log4j uses this feature to publish localized logging messages, which 
means application logging becomes language independent. This is done through 
a java.util.ResourceBundle object and by attaching separate locale-specific 
message properties files to the application.

The java.util.ResourceBundle is a technique to make our program language 
independent. With this technique at the simplest level, we use certain keys within 
our program. These keys map to certain messages (values) and are defined within 
a properties file. The ResourceBundle properties files are locale specific. For example, 
we can define messages in English and German in two separate properties files 
named “MyResources_en.properties” and “MyResources_de.properties”. In the 
program we can use the ResourceBundle object with the name MyResource.properties. 
In a situation where the locale requires German, our program will automatically 
pick up the resource named MyResources_de.properties.

Table 5-1. Logging Methods in the Logger Class

Method Description

public void debug(Object message); This method prints messages with the 

level Level.DEBUG.

public void error(Object message); This method prints messages with the 

level Level.ERROR.

public void fatal(Object message); This method prints messages with the 

level Level.FATAL.

public void info(Object message); This method prints messages with the 

level Level.INFO.

public void warn(Object message); This method prints messages with the 

level Level.WARN.
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The ResourceBundle is specified by invoking the method 
Logger.setResourceBundle(ResourceBundle name). It can also be set via the 
configuration file as follows:

log4j.logger.loggerName.resourceBundle=resourceBundle name

The ResourceBundle loads the locale-specific properties file containing the 
message key and the localized message value, which the application uses to 
publish messages. The Logger class provides the following methods for localized 
logging, and they accept the Priority or Level object of the logging message, the 
localization key, and a Throwable instance:

public void 17dlog(Priority p, String key, Throwable t);

public void 17dlog(Priority p, String key, Object params[], Throwable t);

The first method is a straightforward one. It looks for the localized message 

with “key” as the localization key. If the key cannot fetch any value from the 
ResourceBundle, then the key itself is used as the message string. The second method 
accepts an array of Object, which contains all the parameters to be localized. 
The formatting pattern is obtained that matches the key, and all the parameters 
passed in the array are localized using the java.text.MessageFormat.format(String, 
Object[]) method.

Generic Logging

The Logger class also allows us to use generic logging methods in situations where 
the level of logging is not predefined. The following sets of methods are generic 
logging methods:

public void log(Priority p, Object message);

public void log(Priority p, Object message, Throwable t);

public void log(String fqcn, Priority p, Object message, Throwable t);

The first two methods are obvious in the sense that they accept the logging 
level and the message object as the argument and optionally a java.lang.Throwable 
instance. The last method is the most generic one, and it takes an extra argument, 
fqcn, which is the fully qualified name of the caller class. The generic logging 
methods are rarely used directly from an application. But any wrapper class in the 
Logger class may tend to use these generic methods internally to print logging 
information.

All the preceding methods accept a java.lang.Object as a parameter, which is 
the message to be printed. This potentially can represent any arbitrary object. The 
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Logger object passes this object to the associated Appender object(s), and Appender 
objects in turn pass the message to the Layout objects. The Layout objects will 
interpret the object and render it into a human-readable format. We will discuss 
this process with the help of org.apache.log4j.or.ObjectRenderer in Chapter 6.

Configuration Methods

The Logger class offers a couple of methods to configure the Logger instance. These 
methods can add or remove Appenders and can set the Level of the Logger instance.

public void addAppender(Appender appender)

public void removeAppender(Appender appender)

public void removeAppender(String name)

public void removeAllAppenders()

public void setLevel(Level level)

All these methods are very much self-explanatory. We must be careful in using 
these methods, as they override the default configuration.

CAUTION You should not directly use these methods to set the configu-
ration information, as doing so pretty much hard codes the configuration 
parameters with the source code. A better approach is to configure the 
Logger with the external configuration file.

Conditions of Successful Logging

Use of the logging methods does not guarantee that logging information will be 
published. Logging information is filtered through at various layers before it gets 
printed to a preferred destination, as you may recall from the discussion in the 
“Overview of the log4j Architecture” section. With respect to Logger, the main filtering 
happens at the logging levels. As discussed earlier, a logger will have its own level 
or will inherit the level of its immediate parent up in the logger hierarchy recur-
sively. Any logging information will only be approved by a logger if and only if the 
level p associated with the logging message is equal to or greater than the level q 
assigned to the logger. In other words, if p >= q is satisfied, the logger will approve 
the message and pass it on to the associated Appender objects.

Thus, if a Logger has a default level of WARN, any attempt to do logging with 
the info() method will not produce any logging information.
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A Logger Example

The program shown in Listing 5-6, LoggerDemo.java, will demonstrate the basic 
logging methods and also experiment with localizing the logging information.

Listing 5-6. LoggerDemo.java

package com.apress.logging.log4j;

import org.apache.log4j.*;

/** This class demonstrates the basic use of Logger class methods

 */

public class LoggerDemo {

  

    private static Logger logger =

Logger.getLogger(LoggerDemo.class.getPackage().getName());

  

    /** Creates a new instance of LoggerDemo */

    public LoggerDemo(String rbName) {

        //setting the use of parent handler to false

        logger.setAdditivity(false);

        logger.debug("Set the parent additivity to false...");

        logger.setResourceBundle(java.util.ResourceBundle.getBundle(rbName));

        logger.debug("Set the resource bundle...");

      

    }

  

    /** demonstrates the basic level based logging methods

     * @param name name to say hello to

     */

    public void doLogging(String name) {

        logger.debug("Entered the doLogging method..");

        String str = "Hello ";

        String output = null;

      

        if(name == null) {

            output = "Anonymous";

            logger.warn("No name passed, set to anonymous...");

        }else {

            output = str.concat(name);

            logger.info("Constructed the string object..."+output);

        }
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        logger.info("printing the message...");

        logger.debug("Exiting the doLogging method...");

    }

  

    /** demonstrates the localized logging methods

     */

    public void doLocalizedLogging() {

      

        logger.l7dlog(Level.DEBUG, "Entry", null);

        logger.l7dlog(Level.DEBUG, "Exit", null);

    }

  

    public static void main(String args[]) {

        String name = args[0];

        String rbName = args[1];

        LoggerDemo demo = new LoggerDemo(rbName);

        demo.doLogging(name);

        demo.doLocalizedLogging();

    }

}

To execute this program, we use the same “log4j.properties” file described in 
Listing 5-3. First, we obtain a Logger instance with the name of the package of the 
LoggerDemo class as a class variable. In the constructor, we set the additivity property 
of this logger to false, which means that this logger will not forward any logging 
requests to its immediate parent logger. Next, we set the ResourceBundle for this logger, 
which will be used for the localization of the logging information. The doLogging() 
method uses several logging methods from the Logger class. Logging information with 
less severity is printed with the debug() method, and other important messages are 
printed with the info() and warn() methods of the Logger class.

The doLocalizedLogging() method simply prints two messages to demonstrate 
how a message passed to the logging methods is interpreted as the localization 
key and the corresponding message value is printed. Consider the following 
“logging_fr.properties” file containing the localization key and value:

Entry=Entrer

Exit=Sortir

When the 17dlog() method is called by passing the messages “Entry” and 
“Exit” respectively, the log4j framework looks into “logging_fr.properties” and 
prints the corresponding values as the logging information.

If we execute the program with the following command:
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java -Dlog4j.configuration=log4j.properties

com.apress.logging.log4j.LoggerDemo sam logging_fr

we will see the following information being printed in the console:

DEBUG - Set the parent additivity to false...

DEBUG - Set the resource bundle...

DEBUG - Entered the doLogging method..

INFO - Constructed the string object...Hello sam

INFO - printing the message...

DEBUG - Exiting the doLogging method...

DEBUG - Entrer

DEBUG - Sortir

Notice that the last two lines of the logging message are printed as localized 
messages. The information with the level DEBUG is only intended to be printed 
during development to provide a better understanding of the control flow of the 
application. We can easily turn off DEBUG-level messages by changing the level in 
the “log4j.properties” file as follows:

log4j.logger.com.apress.logging.log4j=INFO,X

With the new level set to INFO, the logger will only print messages with a priority 
equal to or greater than INFO. If we reexecute the program with the preceding 
settings, we will see the following output to the console:

INFO - Constructed the string object...Hello sam

INFO - printing the message...

Notice that DEBUG-level messages are omitted this time.

LogManager Object

The org.apache.log4j.LogManager class manages the creation and storage of each 
named logger created from within an application. Internally it uses another helper 
class, org.apache.log4j.Hierarchy, to store the reference of each Logger object 
created. The hierarchy is such that every child logger created will have a pointer to 
its parent logger, but a parent logger will not have any reference to its child logger. 
Also, log4j does not restrict application developers from instantiating a child 
logger before its parent. In such scenarios, the child logger instance is created, and 
in the Hierarchy class it is stored with an empty node for the future assignment of 
a parent logger whenever it is created.
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Application developers normally do not have to bother about using the Hierarchy 
class. Instead, they use the convenience methods provided by the LogManager and 
Logger classes to create and obtain any named logger. It is also interesting to note 
that when we change the property of any existing named logger, a new instance is 
never created. The existing reference is obtained from the Hierarchy class, and the 
properties are changed to that reference. This is the reason why methods in the 
Logger class such as

public void addAppender(Appender appender)

are synchronized in order to make sure that two threads do not operate on the same 
instance of a named logger at the same time.

The LogManager class provides the useful methods described in Table 5-2.

In the next section, we will explore the other aspects of log4j that help us deal 
with client-specific logging information.

Nested Diagnostic Context (NDC)

Logging is most useful in complex distributed applications. The majority of real-
life complex distributed systems are multithreaded. A good example of such is a 
Web application written with Java servlet technology. Each servlet handles mul-
tiple clients at the same time, yet the logging code written within the servlet is the 
same. It is almost always required that the logging output of one client be differen-
tiated from another. One approach is to execute a different logging thread per 
client. But this solution may not always be ideal. Another less complex approach 
may be to uniquely stamp each logging output with some client-specific infor-
mation. This is where the Nested Diagnostic Context (NDC) comes into the picture.

The NDC class in log4j has the methods listed in Table 5-3 to manage the infor-
mation in the NDC stack.

Table 5-2. Methods in the LogManager Class

Method Description

public static Enumeration 

getCurrentLoggers();

This method returns an enumeration of the 

existing named loggers.

public static Logger 

exists(String name);

This method checks for the existence of a 

particular named logger.

public static Logger 

getLogger(String name);

This method obtains an existing named logger.
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Notice that all the methods in the NDC class are static. The NDC is managed per 
thread as a stack of contextual information. It is important to make sure that the 
remove() method of NDC is called when leaving the run() method of a thread. This 
ensures the garbage collection of the thread. Interestingly, a thread can inherit the 
NDC from another thread by calling the inherit(Stack stack) method of the NDC 
class. This is very useful when we want to compare the contextual information of 
two different threads.

Message Diagnostic Context (MDC)

The Message Diagnostic Context (MDC) is a mechanism to store client-specific 
data, using the java.util.Map format. The key of this Map can be replaced by its 
value in the conversion pattern specified with the Layout object used with an 
appender. The MDC class provides the methods in Table 5-4 to manipulate the key 
and the value stored within the Map.

Table 5-3. Methods in the NDC Class

Method Description

public static void pop(); This method is called when exiting a context.

public static void push(String 

message);

This method adds the diagnostic context for 

the current thread.

public static void remove(); This method is called when exiting a thread. 

It removes the diagnostic context for the 

particular thread.

Table 5-4. Methods in the MDC Class

Method Description

public static Object get(String key); This method retrieves the Object 

stored against the key.

public static void put(String key, 

Object o);

This method stores the Object o against 

the key.

public static void remove(String key) This method removes the mapping of 

any Object with the key.
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The following example will help illustrate the concepts associated with the MDC 
and NDC objects in a much clearer way. Imagine that we have a Java servlet program 
that is multithreaded and handles multiple clients at the same time. We might 
wish to stamp each logging output with some client-specific information such as 
the client’s IP address. Let’s modify the LoggingServlet.java (shown previously in 
Listing 5-5) to use MDC and NDC in order to separate out each logging output for each 
client request. To start, insert the following code within the doPost() method:

    public void doPost(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)

                       throws IOException, ServletException

    {

        String remoteAddress = req.getRemoteAddr();

        String remoteHost = req.getRemoteHost();

      

        //pushing to NDC

        NDC.push(remoteHost);

        //mapping in MDC

        MDC.put("remoteAddress", remoteAddress);

        logger.info("invoked the LoggingServlet...");

        PrintWriter writer = res.getWriter();

        writer.println("Check your web server console...");

        writer.flush();

        writer.close();

    }

In the preceding piece of code, we obtain the remote host name and the 
remote host address. The NDC contains the remote host name and the MDC contains 
the remote host address. Now we will modify the “log4j.properties” file as follows 
to change the conversion pattern used by the appender to display the MDC and NDC 
information:

log4j.appender.X.layout.conversionPattern=%x -%X{remoteAddress} %m%n

The %x displays the NDC information and %X{variable name} displays the MDC 
information. Note that the variable name specified within the MDC pattern has to 
match the variable name assigned within the code. Now the logging output will 
contain the NDC and MDC information as follows:

hostname1 - host address1 invoked the LoggingServlet...

hostname2 - host address2 invoked the LoggingServlet...

It is evident how useful the NDC and MDC information can be to distinguish the 
logging output although the same information is being printed.
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Appender Object

The ability to filter logging information and using different methods in the Logger 
class is a great feature for application developers. But the Logger itself is not capable 
of printing logging messages. It does so with the help of Appender objects. Appender 
objects are primarily responsible for printing logging messages to different desti-
nations such as consoles, files, sockets, NT event logs, etc. Occasionally, Appender 
objects can have Filter objects associated with them to make further decisions 
about the logging of a particular message.

The writing of information to the preferred destination attached to any par-
ticular appender can be synchronous or asynchronous depending on how the 
application developer uses the appender. It is a major benefit that Appender objects 
are quite flexible in terms of destination of the logging information. It is possible to 
create Appender objects to write to a database and JMS in order to achieve a dis-
tributed logging framework. We will discuss in this section the normal Appender 
objects capable of handling logging information within the same JVM context; the 
relevant distributed logging Appender objects appear later in Chapter 7. In the 
context of log4j, the class diagram in Figure 5-3 depicts the relationship of Appender 
objects and how they are organized.

Each Appender object has different properties associated with it, and these 
properties indicate the behavior of that object. In general, Appender objects will 
have the following properties:

• layout: Each Appender object needs to know how to format the logging infor-
mation passed to it. It uses the Layout objects and the conversion pattern 
associated with them to format the logging information.

• target: Each Appender object will have a target destination attached to it. The 
target may be a console, a file, or other item depending on the appender.

• level: Each Appender object can have a threshold Level associated with it. 
Logging information is compared with the threshold level, and if the logging 
request level is equal to or greater than this threshold, the logging information 
is processed further; otherwise it is ignored.

• filter: It is possible to attach Filter objects to Appenders. The Filter objects 
can analyze logging information beyond level matching and decide whether 
logging requests should be handled by a particular Appender or ignored.

Depending on the type of Appender object, each Appender can have other 
special attributes. We will discuss each Appender object in upcoming sections, but 
first we will take a look at adding Appender objects to Logger objects.
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Figure 5-3. The Appender class hierarchy in log4j

Adding Appenders to Loggers

Logger objects require one or more Appender objects to be associated with them in 
order to print logging information to a particular destination. We can add an 
Appender object to a Logger with the following method:

public void addAppender(Appender appender);
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or by including the following setting in the configuration file:

log4j.logger.loggerName.appender=appenderName

The addAppender() method adds an Appender to the Logger object. It is possible 
to add many Appender objects to a logger, each printing logging information to sep-
arate destinations. But there is an important point to be noted about adding 
Appenders to loggers: Appenders are additive. Each logging request to a logger will be 
forwarded to all the Appender objects associated with it and also to all the Appender 
objects associated with its parent loggers up in the logger hierarchy.

If you recall the discussion about the logger hierarchy in the “Logger Object” 
section, you have probably figure out that you can turn the additivity feature 
off by setting the additivity flag to false, which is done by calling the 
setAdditivity(Boolean flag). If the additivity flag is set to false, the logging 
information will only be forwarded to the Appender objects associated with a par-
ticular Logger object.

A Better Way of Adding Appenders to Loggers

Although it is perfectly feasible to add Appender objects with the addAppender() 
method of the Logger class, this hard codes the Logger and Appender relationship; as 
a result, future changes to this relationship mean changing the code, recompiling 
it, and then redeploying it. To avoid this undesirable situation, it is recommended 
you associate Appenders to Loggers via configuration properties.

Referring back to the “log4j.properties” configuration file (Listing 5-1), note 
that we have attached a ConsoleAppender to the root logger. In real life, this 
approach is much more flexible and maintainable, as the configuration can be 
changed when needed without changing the code (and even without redeploying 
the application if we have included ConfigureAndWatch with the Configurator classes).

Logger to Appender Collaboration

So far we have seen how Logger objects encapsulate logging information and how 
different Appender objects are capable of printing logging information to different 
destinations. But how do Logger objects pass logging information to Appender 
objects? Creating an intermediate link object named LoggingEvent does the trick. 
The org.apache.log4j.spi.LoggingEvent class encapsulates all the relevant logging 
information such as the fully qualified name of the caller class, the level of the 
logging message, the message itself, the Logger instance, the timestamp, and 
optionally a java.lang.Throwable instance. Before proceeding to hand over the 
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logging request to any associated Appender, the Logger creates an instance of the 
LoggingEvent object with the logging-related information.

The Logger object then calls the doAppend(LoggingEvent event) method of the 
Appender objects. Notice from the Appender class diagram shown earlier in Figure 5-3 
that all the Appender objects inherit from the base class AppenderSkeleton. The 
doAppend() method is in reality implemented within the AppenderSkeleton class and 
inherited by all other Appender objects. It is important to note that the doAppend() 
method is synchronized, which means publishing of the logging event happens in a 
synchronous manner. Therefore, log4j is thread-safe.

The doAppend() method performs some crucial checks on the logging request 
such as comparing the requested logging level with the threshold level of any Appender 
associated with the Logger, checking if the Appender is open, and also checking any 
associated Filter object with the Appender. If it finds a Filter object, it invokes that 
Filter object to make further decisions about the logging request. Once approved, 
the append() method of the associated subclass Appender object takes over and 
publishes the logging information.

WriterAppender

WriterAppender is a high-level Appender object that extends the 
org.apache.log4j.AppenderSkeleton object and writes logging information to a 
java.io.Writer object or java.io.OutputStream object depending on whether the 
application developer using this appender has set the target to either a Writer 
object or an OutputStream object. The WriterAppender class can have the following 
properties:

• immediateFlush: This property indicates if the output stream should be 
flushed each time there is a request to write certain logging information. By 
default, this option is set to true. If the flag is set to false, then the under-
lying stream can defer the writing of logging information to physical media 
to a later time

• encoding: It is possible to use any encoding scheme for writing logging infor-
mation. By default, WriterAppender uses the system-specific encoding scheme.

• threshold: This denotes the cutoff level of logging for WriterAppender. Any 
logging request with a level below this level will be ignored. There is no 
threshold level set as default, which means that level filtering is not active 
for this Appender object.

• target: This specifies any java.io.Writer object or java.io.OutputStream object.
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NOTE Flushing the stream for every logging request is costly and can 
slow up performance by 10 to 20 percent, but it guarantees that all the 
information is logged. If the immediateFlush property is set to false, 
then there is chance that some logging information will be missing if 
there is an arbitrary exit from the application or the application crashes.

The WriterAppender class has the constructors shown in Table 5-5.

The principal method in the WriterAppender class is

public void append(LoggingEvent event);

This serves as the entry point for this WriterAppender. Whenever a logging 
request is made via the append() method, it invokes the protected boolean 
checkEntryConditions () method to check if the conditions for logging are valid. 
It also checks if there is a set output target and a layout attached to it. If these con-
ditions are not met, then the writing operation returns and prints the appropriate 
error message to the console. Remember that threshold-level checking and any fil-
tering of the logging request through any of the associated Filter objects has already 
been done by the base class, AppenderSkeleton, before the request has been dele-
gated to any particular Appender object. Otherwise, if everything is appropriate, it 
proceeds to write the logging information to the associated target.

WriterAppender again has two subclasses, ConsoleAppender and FileAppender, 
which write to a console and any file object respectively. In real life, we will hardly use 
WriterAppender directly. Instead, we will use one of the subclasses as described next.

Table 5-5. Constructors in the WriterAppender Class

Constructor Description

public WriterAppender(); This is the default constructor.

public WriterAppender(Layout layout, 

OutputStream os)

This constructor accepts a given Layout 

and constructs an OutputStreamWriter 

object with the given OutputStream.

public WriterAppender(Layout layout, 

Writer writer)

This constructor accepts the given Layout 

and the output destination as the Writer 

object.
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ConsoleAppender

org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender is a very simple class designed to 
write logging information to either System.out or System.err. It extends the 
org.apache.log4j.WriterAppender class. Any logging application intended to print 
logging information to a console should use this Appender. Interestingly, it overrides 
the closeWriter() method from its superclass, WriterAppender, and does nothing, 
as the console stream should not be closed. It has the following properties:

• immediateFlush: This flag is by default set to true, which results in the console 
stream being flushed with each logging output request.

• encoding: It is possible to use any character encoding scheme, but the 
default is the platform-specific encoding scheme.

• threshold: This is the cutoff logging level. Any logging request with a level 
below the threshold will be ignored. There is no default threshold level 
specified.

• target: The target destination of the logging output—either System.out or 
System.err. The default is System.out.

FileAppender

org.apache.log4j.FileAppender extends the org.apache.log4j.WriterAppender class 
and provides the facility to write logging information to a file. FileAppender is 
flexible in terms of how information should be logged to the destination file. It can 
enable buffered writing, append or overwrite information to the same file, and roll 
the filenames depending on data and time. It has the following properties:

• immediateFlush: This flag is by default set to true, which results in the output 
stream to the file being flushed with each append operation.

• encoding: It is possible to use any character encoding scheme, but the 
default is the platform-specific encoding scheme.

• threshold: This is the cutoff logging level. Any logging request with a level 
below the threshold will be ignored. There is no default threshold level 
specified.

• fileName: The name of the file to which the logging information will be 
written. The filename can be specified with a UNIX-style variable name 
such as ${user.home}/log.out, which means the location of the file “log.out” 
should be in the system-specific “user.home” directory.
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• fileAppend: This is by default set to true, which results in the logging infor-
mation being appended to the end of the same file.

• bufferedIO: This flag indicates whether we need buffered writing enabled. It 
is set to false by default.

• bufferSize: If bufferedI/O is enabled, this indicates the buffer size.

Table 5-6 lists the constructors for the FileAppender class.

FileAppender delegates the printing of logging information to its superclass, 
WriterAppender. Interestingly, it sets the Writer object of the WriterAppender to a 
custom writer, org.apache.log4j.helpers.QuietWriter. The QuietWriter is a 
normal java.io.Writer except that it does not throw any exception if there 
is a problem in I/O operation. Instead, it passes the problem to an 
org.apache.log4j.spi.ErrorHandler type of object. The ErrorHandler is 
declared as an interface; one concrete implementation of this interface is 
org.apache.log4j.helpers.OnlyOnceErrorHandler. The OnlyOnceErrorHandler only 
logs the first error message to System.err and silently ignores the rest. This is 
helpful to avoid flooding of the logging destination with error messages.

The configuration parameters of the FileAppender class can be set via the 
methods inherited from the AppenderSkeleton class. However, as mentioned previ-
ously, this ties up the code with the configuration information. It is recommended 
that you separate the configuration information from the source code and specify 
this information through the configuration file settings. For example, a configu-
ration file can set the FileAppender-specific configuration information in the 
following manner:

Table 5-6. Constructors in the FileAppender Class

Constructor Description

public FileAppender() The default constructor

public FileAppender(Layout layout, 

String fileName);

The constructor with the layout 

information and the name of the file

public FileAppender(Layout layout, 

String fileName, boolean append);

Same as the previous constructor, with an 

additional Boolean flag for append mode.

public FileAppender(Layout layout, 

String fileName, boolean append, 

boolean bufferedIO, int bufferSize);

Constructor with all the parameters set
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log4j.appender.dest = org.apache.log4j.FileAppender

#set the name of the file

log4j.appender.dest.File=${user.home}/log.out

#setting the immediate flush to true (default)

log4j.appender.dest.ImmediateFlush=true

#setting the threshold

log4j.appender.dest.Threshold=ERROR

#setting the append to false, overwrite

log4j.appender.dest.Append=false

This configuration file configures an appender named dest. The appender 
dest is set to be a FileAppender object. The configuration file then sets different 
properties for this FileAppender object.

RollingFileAppender

org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppender extends the FileAppender class. It writes the 
log information to a specified file, but writes, or rolls over, to a secondary file when 
the primary file reaches a certain size. The RollingFileAppender has the following 
properties in addition to all the properties inherited from the FileAppender class.

• maxFileSize: This is the critical size of the file above which the file will be 
rolled. The default maximum file size is 10MB.

• maxBackupIndex: This property denotes the number of backup files to be 
created. It defaults to one backup file.

The RollingFileAppender class has the constructors listed in Table 5-7.

Table 5-7. Constructors in the RollingFileAppender Class

Constructor Description

public RollingFileAppender() This is the default constructor, which 

internally calls the default constructor of 

the FileAppender class.

public RollingFileAppender(Layout 

layout, String fileName) throws 

IOException

This constructor instantiates the 

FileAppender object with the given 

filename. By default, it will append the log 

information to the given file.

public RollingFileAppender(Layout 

layout, String fileName, boolean 

append) throws IOException

This constructor accepts the Layout, the 

filename and the append property. If the 

append property is true, it appends the log 

information to the file until it reaches the 

maximum size.
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The RollingFileAppender class has several useful methods to control its 
behavior, and these appear in Table 5-8.

The following properties file demonstrates how to configure the 
RollingFileAppender properties:

Table 5-8. Methods in the RollingFileAppender Class

Method Description

public void rollOver() This method performs the usual rollover 

operation. The rollover operation is activated 

when the maximum file size is reached or can 

be forced at any stage of the operation by the 

application developer. When called:

If the maxBackupIndex is >0, then the file 

“log.1” is renamed as “log.2” and so on for 

keeping backups. The “log.1” file is then 

closed, and a new file “log.2” is opened to log 

the next bit of information.

If the maxBackupIndex = 0; then the log file is 

truncated as soon as the maximum file size is 

reached with no backup file created.

public void 

setMaxBackupIndex(int maxBackupIndex)

This method, which takes a positive value, 

sets the maximum backup index after which 

the oldest backup file will be erased. If set to 

zero, no backup file will be created.

public void setMaxFileSize(long size) This method is the same as the previous 

method, except it accepts the file size as a 

long value.

public void setMaxFileSize(String size) This method takes the maximum file size 

after which the file will be rolled over. We can 

specify the file size with the suffix “KB”, “MB”, 

etc. to indicate kilobytes and megabytes. For 

example, we can specify a 20-megabyte file 

size with “20MB”.

public void subAppend(LoggingEvent event) This is the overridden method from 

the superclass WriterAppender, and it 

implements the bulk of the writing to a 

rolling file.
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log4j.appender.dest = org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppender

#set the name of the file

log4j.appender.dest.File=${user.home}/log.out

#setting the immediate flush to true (default)

log4j.appender.dest.ImmediateFlush=true

#setting the threshold

log4j.appender.dest.Threshold=ERROR

#setting the append to false, overwrite

log4j.appender.dest.Append=false

#set the maximum file size before roll over

log4j.appender.dest.MaxFileSize=10KB

#set the backup index

log4j.appender.dest.MaxBackupIndex=2

This configuration file defines a RollingFileAppender named dest. It then sets 
the other configuration parameters for this appender.

DailyRollingFileAppender

Size-based rolling of log files is good for managing a huge amount of logging data 
and spreading it across multiple files. But in real life, when applications are 
running day after day, we need to implement some daily-based logging capacity. 
The org.apache.log4j.DailyRollingFileAppender object does this for us. It extends 
the FileAppender class and inherits all its properties. The rolling of the file is 
accomplished with a DatePattern configuration parameter. DatePattern indicates 
when to roll over the file and the naming convention to be followed. For example, 
a DailyRollingFileAppender configured with the DatePattern '.' yyyy-MM-dd will 
end up in log files being renamed as “log.out-2002-09-17” on September 17, 2002, 
at midnight and the logging will continue to a file named “log.out”.

DatePattern follows the java.text.SimpleDateFormat object formatting style. It 
is possible to define the exact date and time of file rolling through DatePattern. 
Table 5-9 demonstrates how DatePattern is used to control the rollover schedule 
assuming that the log filename is set to “log.out”.

NOTE Do not use “:” anywhere in DatePattern. The “:” character is 
used to specify a protocol, which is not exactly what we want to do with 
date formats.
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Table 5-9. DatePattern Conventions

DatePattern Rollover Schedule Example

'.' yyyy-MM Roll over at the end of each 

month and beginning of the 

next month

The log file will be rolled 

over to “log.out-2002-05” 

on May 31, 2002, and 

similarly will be rolled over 

to “log.out.2002-09” on 

September 30, 2002.

'.' yyyy-MM-dd Roll over at midnight 

each day

On September 30, 2002, at 

midnight, the “log.out” 

file will be rolled over to 

“log.out.2002-09-30”.

'.' yyyy-MM-dd-a Roll over at midday and 

midnight of each day

On September, 30, 2002, at 

midday, the “log.out” file 

will be rolled over to 

“log.out-2002-09-30-AM”, 

and at midnight that file 

will in turn be rolled over 

to “log.out.2002-09-30-PM”.

'.' yyyy-MM-dd-HH Roll over at the top of 

every hour.

On September 30, 2002, 

at 10:00:000 hour, the 

“log.out” file will be rolled 

over to “log.out.2002-09-

30-09”. Notice that it is 

prefixed with the previous 

hour.

'.' yyyy-MM-dd-HH-mm Roll over at every minute. On September 30, 2002 at 

10:20:000, the “log.out” 

file will be rolled over to 

“log.out.2002-09-30-10-19”.

'.' yyyy-ww Roll over on the first day of 

each week depending upon 

the locale

If the first day of the week 

is Monday, then at 

midnight on Sunday, 

December 28, the “log.out” 

file will be rolled over to 

“log.out.2002-52”.
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The DailyRollingFilteAppender has two constructors. The first is a do-nothing 
default constructor:

public void DailyRollingFileAppender()

The second, shown in the following line of code, accepts the Layout, the 
filename, and the DatePattern to be used for the rollover:

public void DailyRollingFileAppender(Layout layout, String fileName,

String datePattern)

The subAppend(LoggingEvent event) method is overridden from the 
WriterAppender class, and it implements the daily rolling activity.

As we can see, the DailyRollingFileAppender is a very powerful mechanism to 
obtain fine-grained control over the logging process. In real life, how the logging 
information is organized is as equally important as which information is logged. 

The DailyRollingFileAppender can prove very helpful in publishing logging infor-
mation on an hourly, daily, and monthly basis, which helps analyze application 
performance to a great extent without your having to deal with too much or too 
old information.

The following properties file demonstrates how to configure a 
DailyRollingFileAppender:

log4j.appender.dest = org.apache.log4j.DailyRollingFileAppender

#set the name of the file

log4j.appender.dest.File=${user.home}/log.out

#setting the immediate flush to true (default)

log4j.appender.dest.ImmediateFlush=true

#setting the threshold

log4j.appender.dest.Threshold=ERROR

#setting the append to false, overwrite

log4j.appender.dest.Append=false

#set the DatePattern

log4j.appender.dest.DatePattern='.' yyyy-MM-dd

This configuration file defines the configuration parameters for a 
DailyRollingFileAppender object. The DatePattern conversion pattern will 
follow the convention defined in Table 5-9.
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File-Based Logging Example

The program shown later in this section, FileBasedLoggingDemo.java, will demonstrate 
how the different file-based Appender objects handle logging information. We have 
seen that the file-based Appender objects can write data to a file and roll the logging 
output file daily or after a specified period. In order to demonstrate how different 
files are rolled, in the following example we will see how to create a thread that will 
log messages to the file in a repeated manner. We will also see how to create a con-
figuration file defining all the required logger, appender, and layout information. 
The properties file “file_logging.properties”, which appears in Listing 5-7, defines the 
properties required for this file-based logging example.

Listing 5-7. file_logging.properties

#set the level of the root logger to DEBUG (the lowest level)

#and set its appenders named DEBUG and CONSOLE

log4j.rootLogger = DEBUG, CONSOLE

#set your own logger

log4j.logger.com.apress.logging.log4j=DEBUG, FILE,ROLLING, DAILY

#set the appender CONSOLE

log4j.appender.CONSOLE=org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender

#set the appender FILE

log4j.appender.FILE=org.apache.log4j.FileAppender

log4j.appender.FILE.File=${user.home}/out.log

#set the appender ROLLING

log4j.appender.ROLLING=org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppender

log4j.appender.ROLLING.File=${user.home}/rolling.log

log4j.appender.ROLLING.MaxFileSize=1KB

#set the appender DAILY

log4j.appender.DAILY=org.apache.log4j.DailyRollingFileAppender

log4j.appender.DAILY.File=${user.home}/daily.log

log4j.appender.DAILY.DatePattern='.' yyyy-MM-dd-HH-mm

#set the layout for the appenders

log4j.appender.CONSOLE.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout

log4j.appender.CONSOLE.layout.conversionPattern=%p - %m%n

log4j.appender.FILE.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout

log4j.appender.FILE.layout.conversionPattern=%p - %m%n
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log4j.appender.ROLLING.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout

log4j.appender.ROLLING.layout.conversionPattern=%p - %m%n

log4j.appender.DAILY.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout

log4j.appender.DAILY.layout.conversionPattern=%p - %m%n

The destination files are defined in the configuration file “file_logging.properties”, 
and the location of the files is defined by ${user.home}, which means the log files 
will be created in the location user.home system property.

Now that we have seen the properties required for the file-based logging 
example, let’s take a look at FileBasedLoggingDemo.java, shown in Listing 5-8.

Listing 5-8. FileBasedLoggingDemo.java

package com.apress.logging.log4j;

import org.apache.log4j.*;

public class FileBasedLoggingDemo implements Runnable{

  

    private static Logger logger =

Logger.getLogger(FileBasedLoggingDemo.class.getPackage().getName());

    /** Creates a new instance of FileBasedLoggingDemo */

    public FileBasedLoggingDemo()

    {

    }

  

    /** This method is called by the application. This method creates

     * a new thread to start logging

     */  

    public void doLogging()

    {

        Thread t = new Thread(this);

        t.start(); 

    }

 

    /** The thread's run() method, which does repeated logging

     * at an interval of 60secs.

     */  

    public void run()

    {

        int count=1;

        while(true) {

            //logging information
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            try {

                logger.debug("Logging the information..."+count);

                Thread.sleep(60*1000);

                count++;

            }catch(Exception e) {

                logger.warn("Exception occured", e);

            }

        }

    }

    /** the main method

     */  

    public static void main(String args[])

    {

        FileBasedLoggingDemo demo = new FileBasedLoggingDemo();

        demo.doLogging();

    }

}

This program will publish logging information to three different files—
“out.log”, “rolling.log”, and “daily.log”—through three different appenders—FILE, 
ROLLING, and DAILY, respectively. The DailyRollingFileAppender is configured to log 
information and roll at every minute. All the appenders have the append property 
set to true and will append any logging message to the same file until the rollover 
criteria is reached. When executed, this program will create files like the following 
in the location defined by the user.home system property:

AsyncAppender

When an application produces a huge amount of logging information, it may be 
critical to produce logging messages asynchronously, which might improve 
performance by a considerable amount. As mentioned in our discussion of the 

Filename Description

daily.log. 2002-09-30-21-35 Logged on September 30, 2002 at 21:35

daily.log. 2002-09-30-21-36 Logged on September 30, 2002 at 21:36

out.log Normal log file

rolling.log Initial rolling file

rolling.log.1 Rollover file once the maximum file size is 

reached
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previous Appender objects, the doAppend() method is synchronized. This might 
reduce performance when thousands of Logger objects are trying to use the same 
Appender object to print logging information. The AsyncAppender object uses a 
bounded buffer to store logging events. Once the size limit of the buffer is reached, 
the logging events are dispatched to specific Appender objects. It is possible to 
attach multiple Appender objects to AsyncAppender. The AsyncAppender object uses a 
separate thread for each LoggingEvent object contained in the buffer.

The org.apache.log4j. AysncAppender class extends the 
org.apache.log4j.AppenderSkeleton class and also implements an interface, 
org.apache.log4j.spi.AppenderAttachable. The interface AppenderAttachable 
defines a set of methods that any object accepting an Appender object should 
implement. The set of methods includes those for attaching and removing 
Appender objects to the class. By default, the AsyncAppender’s buffer size can contain 
128 LoggingEvent objects. Until release 1.2.6 of log4j, AsyncAppender could only be 
configured by DOMConfigurator through an XML-style configuration file.

Listing 5-9 demonstrates the XML configuration file for AsyncAppender. The 

configuration defines a ConsoleAppender as the target Appender for the defined 
AsyncAppender. The ConsoleAppender is given a PatternLayout with a conversion 
pattern to format the logging message. The named logger com.apress.logging.log4j 
and the root logger both use the appender named ASYNC to implement asyn-
chronous logging.

Listing 5-9. async.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<!DOCTYPE log4j:configuration SYSTEM "log4j.dtd">

<log4j:configuration xmlns:log4j="http://jakarta.apache.org/log4j/"

debug="true">

 <appender name="ASYNC" class="org.apache.log4j.AsyncAppender">

          <appender-ref ref="CONSOLE"/>

 </appender>

 <appender name="CONSOLE" class="org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender">

  <layout class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout">

         <param name="ConversionPattern"

                            value="%d %-5p [%t]  - %m%n"/>

  </layout>

 </appender>

      <logger name="com.apress.logging.log4j" additivity="false">

                 <level value="debug"/>

                 <appender-ref ref="ASYNC"/>

       </logger>
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 <root>

  <priority value="debug"/>

  <appender-ref ref="ASYNC"/>

 </root>

</log4j:configuration>

The program in Listing 5-10, AsyncLogging.java, uses the “async.xml” file 
defined in Listing 5-9 as its configuration source. This example simply sets the 
buffer size for the AsyncAppender being used to 4. The AsyncAppender will not print 
any message so long as the number of logging events is less than the buffer size. 
Once the number of logging events exceeds the buffer size, the buffer is flushed 
and all the messages will be printed.

Listing 5-10. AsyncLogging.java

package com.apress.logging.log4j;

import org.apache.log4j.*;

import org.apache.log4j.xml.DOMConfigurator;

public class AsyncLogging

{

  

    //private static Logger logger

    Logger.getLogger(AsyncLogging.class.getPackage().getName());

        private AsyncAppender asyncAppender = null;

    private ConsoleAppender consoleAppender = null;

  

    /** Creates a new instance of AsyncLogging */

    public AsyncLogging()

    {

      

        try {

            logger.setAdditivity(false);

            asyncAppender =

(AsyncAppender)logger.getRootLogger().getAppender("ASYNC");

            asyncAppender.setBufferSize(4);

        }catch(Exception e) {

            System.out.println("error: "+e.toString());

        }

      

    }

  

    /** This method simply logs the messages

     */  
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    public void doLogging()

    {

        logger.debug("Hello 1");

        logger.debug("Hello 2");

        logger.debug("Hello 3");

        //logger.debug("Hello 4");

        //logger.debug("Hello 5");

    }

  

    /** the main method

     */  

    public static void main(String args[])

    {

        AsyncLogging demo = new AsyncLogging();

        demo.doLogging();

    }

}

Executing this program will not produce any logging messages, as the buffer 
size for the AsyncAppender is set to 4, and we are only logging 3 events. If we 
uncomment the two other logging events, numbered 4 and 5, and we will see 
these messages printed in the console as follows:

2002-10-13 14:05:34,198 DEBUG [main]  - Hello 1

2002-10-13 14:05:34,218 DEBUG [main]  - Hello 2

2002-10-13 14:05:34,218 DEBUG [main]  - Hello 3

2002-10-13 14:05:34,218 DEBUG [main]  - Hello 4

2002-10-13 14:05:34,218 DEBUG [main]  - Hello 5

Filter Object

The process of making decisions about printing the logging information asso-
ciated with each logging request is known as filtering. The decision whether to 
accept or reject a particular logging request can be taken at several stages of the 
whole logging process. Typically, the application developer can decide whether to 
log certain information and reject the rest. From the point of view of log4j, the filtering 
of log requests can be based on the level or any other application-specific criteria.

The Filter objects help to filter logging requests by analyzing the information 
encapsulated within the LoggingEvent object. org.apache.log4j.spi.Filter is an 
abstract class and the base class for all other Filter objects that can be present within 
the log4j framework. It defines an abstract method, public int decide(LoggingEvent 
event), that is overridden by all the Filter subclasses. The decide() method does 
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the analysis on the LoggingEvent object and returns an integer value indicating the 
result of the analysis. The Filter objects are organized in a linear chain in a 
sequential manner, and they are invoked sequentially. It is possible to add or 
remove any Filter object from the chain.

The filtering process within log4j typically follows these steps:

1. The application makes a logging request by invoking one of the logging 
methods of the Logger object.

2. The Logger object internally constructs a LoggingEvent object by encapsu-
lating the logging message and other logging-related information.

3. The Logger object then passes the LoggingEvent object to any Appender 
object associated with it.

4. The Appender object then passes the LoggingEvent object to any of the 
Filter objects associated with it.

5. The Filter objects decide on the validity of the logging request based on 
any predefined criteria and return an integer value indicating the result of 
the analysis. Each Filter object can possibly return three integer values:

• If the integer value DENY is returned, then the logging request is 
stopped without passing it to any other Filter object in the chain.

• If the integer value ACCEPT is returned, the logging request is accepted, 
and logging information is published without consulting any other 
Filter in the chain.

• If the integer value NEUTRAL is returned, the next Filter in the chain is 
consulted.

6. If there are no more Filter objects in the chain, then the log event is 
logged.

The Filter objects are configurable only through DOMConfigurator. However, 
the PropertyConfigurator object does not support DOMConfigurator at the moment, 
which means these objects can only be configured through an XML configuration 
file instead of a properties-style configuration file. But it is possible to instantiate a 
Filter object and add it to the filter chain using the addFilter(Filter filter) 
method of any Appender object.
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In the “A Complete Example” section, we will see an example of using log4j in 
a real-life application. In the example, we will all also see how custom Filter 
objects can be used effectively to achieve desired logging activity.

Layout Object

As we have learned in the previous sections, Logger objects and Appender objects 
are the heart and soul of the log4j framework. Those objects capture the logging 
request and encapsulate the logging information, and are capable of sending the 
logging output to various destinations. But in order to convert logging information 
to any human-readable pattern, Appender objects use Layout objects to format the 
logging information. The layout of the logging information is quite important in 
the light of future analysis of this information. We will discuss in great detail the 
different Layout objects available in log4j in Chapter 6.

ObjectRenderer

The logging information that we intend to publish can be of various types and in 
various formats. Typically, in an object-oriented application where several objects 
hold data and interact with each other, more often than not we need to publish 
whole objects and their contents in a human-readable format. Inspecting the 
current status of the object and the attribute values a particular object holds 
makes it easier to understand how that object is behaving in response to certain 
messages sent to it and possible to define the corrective actions required in case it 
is not behaving appropriately.

In the context of log4j, a Logger class has several logging methods, all of which 
can accept an Object argument as the logging message. This Object argument can 
be a simple String representing the exact text information we wish to publish or a 
custom Object such as a Customer, a Person, etc. When we pass a custom Object to 
be logged, the intention is to publish the state and the content of the object. The 
org.apache.log4j.or.ObjectRenderer interface defines the way to associate any 
ObjectRenderer with any Object and obtain a String representation of the content 
of the object.

Layout objects call the ObjectRenderer to obtain a String representation of the 
Object content before they attempt to format the Object argument passed to the 
Logger. If the message argument is passed to the Logger is a String, no ObjectRenderer 
is required to convert the message, and the Layout object processes the message.
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The ObjectRenderer objects can only be configured with DOMConfigurator and 
thereby can be defined in an XML-style configuration file. The configuration infor-
mation of a ObjectRenderer defines the rendering class, which is an implementation 
of the org.apache.log4j.or.ObjectRenderer interface, and also defines the rendered 
class, which is the custom Object that needs to be rendered as a String represen-
tation. The section “A Complete Example” will demonstrate the use of a custom 
ObjectRenderer.

A Complete log4j Example

To reinforce the concepts we have discussed thus far, let’s consider an application 
dealing with several customer orders. The application processes the orders and 
sends appropriate responses back to the customers. All the orders processed by 
the system are logged and can be used for future reference. Let’s also assume that 
the system requires flexibility in terms of logging such that it can decide to log only 

orders with product codes falling within a certain range. The application will typi-
cally pass to the logging framework the order information to be printed. From a 
design point of view, the application will need to keep the logging methods generic 
and will have configurable appenders, filters, layouts, etc.

The application will use certain Logger(s), each of which will have its own set 
of appenders, filters, and layouts. It will be possible to change logging behavior 
completely by switching the Logger being used or by changing the associated 
appenders, filters, and layouts. This design will offer more flexibility for and main-
tainability of the system. From the logging point of view, this system will need the 
following objects to be in place:

• CustomerOrder: This object will hold the basic information about the order 
each customer is placing.

• OrderRenderer: This object is capable of rendering the CustomerOrder object 
as a String representation.

• ProductFilter: This object is capable of filtering the logging information 
based on a predefined product code range.

Listing 5-11, CustomerOrder.java, represents the business object holding the 
customer order information.
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Listing 5-11. CustomerOrder.java

package com.apress.business;

public class CustomerOrder {

  

    /** Holds value of property productName. */

    private String productName;

  

    /** Holds value of property productCode. */

    private int productCode;

  

    /** Holds value of property productPrice. */

    private int productPrice;

  

    /** Creates a new instance of CustomerOrder */

    public CustomerOrder() {

    }

  

    public CustomerOrder(String name, int code, int price)

    {

        this.productCode = code;

        this.productPrice = price;

        this.productName = name;

    }

      

  

    /** Getter for property productName.

     * @return Value of property productName.

     */

    public String getProductName() {

        return this.productName;

    }

  

    /** Setter for property productName.

     * @param productName New value of property productName.

     */

    public void setProductName(String productName) {

        this.productName = productName;

    }

  

    /** Getter for property productCode.

     * @return Value of property productCode.

     */
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    public int getProductCode() {

        return this.productCode;

    }

  

    /** Setter for property productCode.

     * @param productCode New value of property productCode.

     */

    public void setProductCode(int productCode) {

        this.productCode = productCode;

    }

  

    /** Getter for property productPrice.

     * @return Value of property productPrice.

     */

    public int getProductPrice() {

        return this.productPrice;

    }

  

    /** Setter for property productPrice.

     * @param productPrice New value of property productPrice.

     */

    public void setProductPrice(int productPrice) {

        this.productPrice = productPrice;

    }

}

The program in Listing 5-12, ProductFilter.java, demonstrates the custom 
Filter object. The ProductFilter object overrides the decide(LoggingEvent event) 
method from the Filter class and inspects the product code of the CustomerOrder. 
If the product code is greater than 100, ProductFilter accepts the logging request 
or else denies it. If the object passed to ProductFilter is not an instance of the 
CustomerOrder, it remains neutral and allows the framework to invoke the next filter 
in the chain.

Listing 5-12. ProductFilter.java

package com.apress.logging.log4j.filter;

import org.apache.log4j.spi.Filter;

import org.apache.log4j.spi.LoggingEvent;

import com.apress.business.CustomerOrder;

public class ProductFilter extends Filter

{
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    /** Creates a new instance of ProductFilter */

    public ProductFilter() {

    }

  

    public int decide(LoggingEvent event)

    {

        int result=this.ACCEPT;

        //obtaining the message object passed through Logger

        Object message = event.getMessage();

        //checking if the message object is of correct type

        if(message instanceof CustomerOrder)

        {

            CustomerOrder order = (CustomerOrder)message;

            int productCode = order.getProductCode();

            //checking for the product code greater than 100 only

            if(productCode<100)

            {

                result = this.DENY;

            }

        }else

        {

            //this filter can ignore this, pass to next filter

            result = this.NEUTRAL;

        }

      

        return result;

    }

}

Once the ProductFilter approves the logging request, the logging event is 
passed to the associated Appender object. The Appender object will then pass the 
event to the associated Layout object, which then tries to render the logging message 
object into a String representation before formatting it according to any conversion 
pattern. In order for the Layout objects to successfully render the message, we need 
to have an ObjectRenderer for the CustomerOrder object. The program in Listing 5-13, 
OrderRenderer.java, implements the ObjectRenderer interface and provides an 
implementation of the doRender(Object obj) method. To keep the example simple, it 
returns a hyphen-separated list of the attribute values of the CustomerOrder object.
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Listing 5-13. OrderRenderer.java

package com.apress.logging.log4j.renderer;

import org.apache.log4j.or.ObjectRenderer;

import com.apress.business.CustomerOrder;

public class OrderRenderer implements ObjectRenderer

{

    private static final String separator = "-";

  

    /** Creates a new instance of OrderRenderer */

    public OrderRenderer() {

    }

  

    public String doRender(Object obj)

    {

        StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer(50);

        CustomerOrder order = null;

        String productName = null;

        int productCode = 0;

        int productPrice = 0;

        //check if the instance is of correct type CustomerOrder

        if(obj instanceof CustomerOrder)

        {

            order = (CustomerOrder)obj;

            productName = order.getProductName();

            productCode = order.getProductCode();

            productPrice = order.getProductPrice();

          

            buffer.append(productName);

            buffer.append(separator);

            buffer.append(new Integer(productCode).toString());

            buffer.append(separator);

            buffer.append(new Integer(productPrice).toString());

        }

      

        return buffer.toString();

    }

}
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Now, once we have all the objects ready, we need to pass the object hierarchy 
to the log4j framework. As discussed before, the ObjectRenderer can only be 
configured through DOMConfigurator, and we will define the logger configuration 
through an XML-style configuration file. Listing 5-14 shows the configuration file 
used for this example, “filter_properties.xml”.

Listing 5-14. filter_properties.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<!DOCTYPE log4j:configuration SYSTEM "log4j.dtd">

<log4j:configuration xmlns:log4j="http://jakarta.apache.org/log4j/">

 <renderer renderedClass="com.apress.business.CustomerOrder"

renderingClass="com.apress.logging.log4j.renderer.OrderRenderer">

 </renderer>

 <appender name="A1" class="org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender">

 

   <layout class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout">

     <param name="ConversionPattern" value="%t %-5p %c{2} - %m%n"/>

   </layout>

   <filter class="com.apress.logging.log4j.filter.ProductFilter"/>

 </appender>

 <logger name="com.apress.logging.log4j">

   <level value="debug"/>

   <appender-ref ref="A1"/>

 </logger>

</log4j:configuration>

Finally, Listing 5-15 presents a sample application to demonstrate the filtering 
of the log messages and rendering of the CustomerOrder object.

Listing 5-15. ProductFilterDemo.java

package com.apress.logging.log4j;

import org.apache.log4j.Logger;

import com.apress.business.CustomerOrder;

import com.apress.logging.log4j.filter.ProductFilter;

import com.apress.logging.log4j.renderer.OrderRenderer;

public class ProductFilterDemo
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{

    private static Logger logger =

Logger.getLogger(ProductFilterDemo.class.getPackage().getName());

  

    /** Creates a new instance of ProductFilterDemo */

    public ProductFilterDemo() {

    }

  

    public void processOrder(CustomerOrder order)

    {

        logger.info(order);

    }

  

    public static void main(String args[])

    {

        CustomerOrder order1 = new CustomerOrder("Beer", 101, 20);

        CustomerOrder order2 = new CustomerOrder("Lemonade", 95, 10);

        CustomerOrder order3 = new CustomerOrder("Chocolate", 223, 5);

      

        ProductFilterDemo demo = new ProductFilterDemo();

        demo.processOrder(order1);

        demo.processOrder(order2);

        demo.processOrder(order3);

    }

  

}

This application creates three different CustomerOrder objects with different 
product names, product codes, and product prices. The processOrder() method 
simply logs the CustomerOrder object passed to it. With the ProductFilter object in 
place, executing the application in Listing 5-15 will result in the following log 
messages being printed, excluding any having product codes below 100:

main INFO  logging.log4j - Beer-101-20

main INFO  logging.log4j - Chocolate-223-5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have examined the various key objects in the log4j framework 
and also explored how these objects interact to capture, filter, and produce logging 
information to various destinations. Besides the key objects, log4j involves many 
more auxiliary objects that help handle the logging information. In the next 
chapter, we will learn about different Layout objects in log4j.
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